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Abstract
Self-organizing systems that show processes of pattern formation rely
on positive feedback. Especially in swarm systems, positive feedback
builds up in a transient phase until maximal positive feedback is reached
and the system converges. We investigate alignment in locusts as an
example of swarm systems showing time-variant positive feedback. We
identify an influencing bias in the spatial distribution of agents compared
to a well-mixed distribution and two features, percentage of aligned swarm
members and neighborhood size, that allow to model the time variance of
feedbacks. We report an urn model that is capable of qualitatively representing all these relevant features. The increase of neighborhood sizes
over time enables the swarm to lock in a highly aligned state but also
allows for infrequent switching between lock-in states.
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Introduction

Many systems showing pattern formation, such as animal coloration [Camazine
et al., 2001], embryogenesis [Crick, 1970], and grazing systems [Noy-Meir, 1975],
are examples of self-organizing systems. In addition to multiple interactions
of sub-components, general features of self-organizing systems are the interplay between positive feedback (also amplification or activation) and random
fluctuations as well as that between positive and negative feedback (also inhibition) [Bonabeau et al., 1999]. Typically the system is initialized to an unordered
state (not showing any patterns). Fluctuations generate deviations which are
amplified by positive feedback until a spatiotemporal pattern forms. Negative
feedback might prevent the system from reaching extreme states (e.g., 100%
ordered, extinction). Following this stochastic process, a random dynamical
attractor forms and characterizes the dynamics of the system [Arnold, 2003].
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Swarm systems are an example of self-organizing systems. A frequent setting
in the case of swarms is that several stable ordered states exist (multistability)
that are symmetrical to each other—a typical situation in a collective decisionmaking system. A swarm is a distributed agent system where each agent autonomously decides on its actions. With the global knowledge of an external
observer, we can classify at least a subset of these actions as positive or negative
feedback events that drive the system, respectively, towards or away from a too
ordered state [Hamann, 2012, 2013b,a]. By counting these events we are able
+
to calculate the ratio of positive feedback events f + = F +F+F − , for the number
of positive feedback events 0 ≤ F + ≤ N for swarm size N (F − accordingly).
If f + > 0.5 we say positive feedback is predominant. For several swarm systems, such as density classification, aggregation controlled by BEECLUST, and
alignment in locust swarms, negative feedback is initially predominant while
positive feedback builds up only over time and independently of the order of
the current system state [Hamann, 2012, 2013b,a]. Consequently, there exists a
second feature and/or a mechanism besides the order of the system that controls
the increase of positive feedback intensity. This feature is very likely a spatial
feature which can be determined by the method of elimination due to the simplicity of the investigated systems (agents have only 2 properties: direction of
motion and position).
Our main objective is to determine the above mentioned second feature and to
define an appropriate model that covers the interplay between positive and negative feedback as well as the increase of positive feedback over time. We continue
the work reported in earlier publications [Hamann, 2012, 2013a] by focusing on
questions raised therein. All of the following experiments are based on a swarm
model inspired by swarm alignment of locusts. These swarms switch between
different aligned states even after having reached high degrees of alignment.
Such a special property is also subject to the following investigations.

1.1

Locust scenario

The desert locust, Schistocerca gregaria, shows collective motion in the growth
stage of a wingless nymph often called ‘marching bands’ [Buhl et al., 2006].
The collective motion is expressed in the directional alignment of a majority of
locusts, it is density-dependent, and individuals seem to change their direction
as a response to neighbors [Buhl et al., 2006]. In experiments, the complexity of
the collective motion is reduced to a pseudo-1-d setting by using a ring-shaped
arena. Microscopic [Czirók et al., 1999] and macroscopic models [Yates et al.,
2009, Hamann, 2012, 2013b,a] of this behavior have been reported. Here we
use the microscopic model of self-propelled particles by Czirók et al. [1999] as
our reference model (henceforth ‘Czirók model’). The system is defined in 1d space. A particle i has coordinate xi ∈ [0, C) and discrete, dimensionless
velocity ui ∈ [−1, 1]. We refer to particles with velocity ui < 0 as ‘left-goers’
(respectively, ‘right-goers’ for ui > 0). The dynamics of a particle is defined by
xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + v0 ui (t) where v0 is the nominal particle velocity and ui (t +
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1) = G(hu(t)ii ) + ξi considers its interaction with neighbors (subject to noise ξi
uniformly distributed over [−η/2, η/2]). The local average velocity hu(t)ii for
the ith particle is calculated over all neighbors located in the interval [xi −
∆r, xi + ∆r] for perception range ∆r (see Table 1 for the parameter settings).
G describes both propulsion and friction forces
(
(u + 1)/2, for u > 0
.
(1)
G(u) =
(u − 1)/2, for u < 0
The initial condition is a random uniform distribution for both the particles’
coordinates xi ∈ [0, C) and their velocities ui ∈ [−1, 1].
In the locust system, the spatial distribution of particles is biased and undergoes
a nontrivial evolution. Fig. 2a gives a simplified picture of the spatial correlations generated by the Czirók model in the form of the pair correlation function.
For a given left-goer ratio, we measure the density of left-goers as a function of
the distance from a left-goer at times t1 = 30 and t2 = 90. We consider swarms
with N = 41 particles and system states with 25 left-goers and 16 right-goers
only. The shown results are averaged over many independent runs. The two
horizontal dashed lines give the expected distribution under the assumption of a
uniform distribution of particles. Early in the simulation, at t1 = 30, a left-goer
has an increased density for nearby left-goers (within distances of about 2.6) in
comparison to an assumed uniform distribution. Accordingly, right-goers have a
decreased density for nearby right-goers due to symmetry. Later in the simulation, at t2 = 90, left-goers have an increased density of nearby left-goers for even
longer distances of up to about 6.0 and as a consequence a decreased density
for the remaining arena (accordingly for right-goers). These spatial correlations
in the particle distributions are discussed next and at the end of the paper we
also interpret the temporal evolution of these correlations.

2

Models

We give a model to investigate the influence of biased spatial distributions as
indicated above by the pair correlation function. A Markov chain model for two
system variables is introduced to model the above mentioned second feature
of the system, for which we choose the neighborhood size. We present an urn
model that is able to represent the relevant spatial features and a mathematical
model of the underlying feedback processes.

2.1

Well-mixed and biased spatial distributions

We model the collective decision-making process using Markov chains. A simple model for collective decision with only one state variable was reported before [Hamann, 2012, 2013a]. In the locust scenario, we count left-goers L (without loss of generality) and get a set of N + 1 states: {0, 1, . . . , N }. As simplifying assumptions, we ignore that the system might stay within the current
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Figure 1: Transition probabilities P (L → L + 1) and left-goer edge ratio ε using
the Czirók model and two methods of initially positioning agents following a
random uniform distribution or a special biased distribution(N = 21).
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state (i.e., no self-loops) and that we might have changes in the left-goer number of more than one particle within a small time interval. Without loss of
generality, we focus exclusively on transitions that are increasing the number of
left-goers P (L → L + 1) due to the symmetry P (L → L + 1) = 1 − P (L → L − 1)
for L ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N − 1}. These transition probabilities are measured using the
Czirók model (see Fig. 1a).
An abstract model that only counts left-goers is not representing space, and
therefore, implicitly assumes for the agents a well-mixed distribution in the
space independent of their internal state (e.g., heading, opinion). However,
swarm systems typically rely on spatial features and show non-homogeneous
distributions of agents [Hamann, 2010]. In the locust scenario, the first priority
for the swarm is to achieve alignment which is generally independent of agents’
positions. However, locusts seem to depend heavily on spatial features such
as the number of neighbors [Hamann, 2013b]. In the following, we briefly investigate the difference between well-mixed systems and systems whose agents’
spatial distributions are biased by agents’ headings.
For the following experiment, we initially place the agents by sampling from a
uniform distribution and calculate the updates in agent directions ui according
to the Czirók model. We simulate only one time step, and consequently, agents’
positions are not correlated due to earlier dynamics. Fig. 1c shows the resulting
transition probabilities for two agent densities (N/C ∈ {0.3, 1.0}) based on
2 × 105 samples each. Agents’ density influences the transition probabilities
considerably. In addition, we note qualitative differences in the shapes of the
curves compared to Fig. 1a.
Next, we define a measure capable to represent an important spatial feature.
The spatial distribution of agents induces a graph. The existence of an edge is
simply determined by checking whether two agents are mutually within their
perception range ∆r. The set of agents with whom an agent shares an edge
defines also its neighborhood and the size of this set is its neighborhood size.
To define our measure we count ‘left-goer edges’ which are edges that contain
at least one left-goer. The set of left-goer edges EL is defined by EL = {e|e =
(e1 , e2 ) with e1 and/or e2 is left-goer}. The definition of the set of right-goer
edges Er is symmetrical. Our measure is the left-goer-edge ratio ε which is
calculated based on the set sizes: ε = |EL |/(|EL | + |ER |). The edge ratio ε ∈
[0, 1] can be interpreted as an indicator of how the neighborhood sizes (i.e., node
degrees) are distributed between left-goers and right-goers. If the neighborhood
size averaged over all left-goers equals that averaged over all right-goers, then
we have edge ratio ε = 0.5. If the average neighborhood size of left-goers is
bigger than that of right-goers, then we have edge ratio ε > 0.5. If right-goer
neighborhoods are bigger, then ε < 0.5. We measure the edge ratio as a function
of time for the Czirók model by averaging over 2×105 samples. Fig. 1b shows the
presence of bigger neighborhood sizes for left-goers in case of a global majority of
left-goers (L > N/2, for swarm size N ) and of smaller neighborhood sizes when
left-goers are outnumbered (L < N/2). For the well-mixed simulation we do the
same measurements as shown in Fig. 1d. For both densities the edge ratio scales
linearly ε(L) = L/N as expected due to the unbiased well-mixed distribution of
5

agent positions. Hence, when well-mixed distributions are assumed, this spatial
features of the Czirók model are ignored.
Next, we consider how the well-mixed simulation can be modified to introduce
a spatial bias that results in a non-linear edge ratio ε(L). A simple constructive
approach to influence the edge ratio is to position the agents of the current
majority in clusters of two. To create clusters of two, we position two agents from
the majority group at the exact same position. Agents are initially positioned
according to this procedure and their directions ui are updated for one time step.
Averaging over many samples gives the resulting transition probabilities and
edge ratio which are shown in Fig. 1e and f for two densities (N/C ∈ {0.3, 1.0}).
The biased positioning of agents influences both the edge ratio and transition
probabilities. The increased density from 0.3 to 1.0 almost only introduces a
downscaling of the edge-bias by a factor of about 0.45.

2.2

Markov chain model for two system variables

We extend the Markov chain model reported before [Hamann, 2012, 2013a]
by considering as second state variable the average neighborhood size N ∈
{1, . . . , N } over all agents (with perception range ∆r). Fig. 2b shows an example of the resulting chain for swarm size N = 3. We get (N + 1)N states
for swarm size N . For simplicity, we ignore again that the system might stay
within the current state, that a concurrent change of both features might occur, and we also ignore that we might have changes in the left-goer number
or neighborhood size of more than one within a small time interval. For any
given state (L, N ), we measure the probability of observing a transition that
increases/decreases the number of left- goers, P (L → L ± 1|(L, N )), and the
probability of observing a transition that increases/decreases the neighborhood
size, P (N → N ± 1|(L, N )). In this way we obtain a periodic Markov chain of
period two due to the absence of self-loops in the chain. This kind of Markov
chains does not converge to one stationary distribution but jumps between two
stationary distributions: one for odd time steps and one for even time steps.
We calculate a unique limiting distribution of the process by taking the mean
of the two steady-state distributions of the chain. The analysis presented at the
end of Sec. 3 is based on the computation of such limiting distributions.

2.3

Urn model

We define an urn model that represents most of the relevant features of the locust
system, especially those that are due to spatial biases. Our aim is to develop
a model that is simpler and faster to simulate than the Czirók model but still
represents the qualitative key features of this system. The urn model consists
of 3 urns: main, edges, and resource. Urn main represents the number of leftand right-goers in the swarm and contains a constant number of N marbles.
Urn edges represents an average neighborhood and contains a variable number
of marbles E which represents the neighborhood size and the edge ratio. Urn
resource provides additional marbles to increase the neighborhood size E and
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therefore also holds a variable number of marbles. At each round, the drawing
process follows four stochastic rules (see Table 2 for used parameters).
Rule 1. We draw E times from edges with replacement (if E is even we do
E + 1 draws to avoid treatment of tie-breakers) and count the left-goers λ and
right-goers ρ that we draw. Next, we draw one marble from main. If λ > ρ and
we have drawn a right-goer from main, then we put a left-goer back to main.
If λ < ρ and we have drawn a left-goer from main, then we put a right-goer
back to main. Otherwise, that is, λ < ρ and we have drawn a right-goer, we do
not exchange the marble and put it back in main (accordingly for λ > ρ and
left-goer). This first drawing rule represents the actual decision process of an
agent based on counting neighboring agents and a majority rule.
Rule 2. This second drawing rule is executed at each round only with a probability of Pnsize . We draw E times from edges with replacement (if E is even
we do E + 1 draws) and count the left-goers λ and right-goers ρ that we draw.
Next, we do min(λ, ρ) + 1 random experiments: with probability Pincr we move
a left-goer or a right-goer (with equal probability) from resource to edges if
possible. Finally we do E(max(λ, ρ)/N − cdecr ) random experiments and move
with probability Pdecr a left-goer or a right-goer (with equal probability) from
edges to resource if possible. This rule models the dynamics of the neighborhood
size. Big neighborhoods increase their size faster than small neighborhoods for
a balanced distribution of left- and right-goers. For unbalanced distributions,
neighborhoods tend to decrease their size.
Rule 3. We draw one marble from main. If it is a left-goer, we replace a rightgoer in edges with a left-goer (if possible) or vice versa in the case of a right-goer
(positive feedback). This third drawing rule is executed in each round only with
a probability of Pnoise .
Rule 4. We draw one marble from main. If it is a left-goer, we replace a left-goer
in main with a right-goer (if possible) or vice versa in the case of a right-goer
(negative feedback). This fourth drawing rule is executed in each round only
with a probability of Pnoise . These two last rules implement noise. They are
executed with the same probability but the positive feedback operates on edges
and negative feedback operates on main.

2.4

Mathematical model of feedbacks

We define a mathematical description of the above urn model. A detailed model
would not allow for concise equations, therefore, we restrict our attention to the
main features. We ignore the dynamics of urn edges except for the total number
of marbles E which gives the average neighborhoods size N . Our main focus
is to model the dynamics of urn main. We assume that the ratio of left-goers
in the neighborhood (edges) is identical to the ratio of left-goers m = L/N in
main and that E = N is odd. For N marbles, of which mN are left-goers and
(1 − m)N are right-goers, the probability to draw a majority of left-goers is
 
X
N
left
mn (1 − m)N −n
(2)
Pmaj =
n
N
n∈{d

2

e,...,N }
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and the probability to draw a majority of right-goers is
 
X
N
right
Pmaj
=
(1 − m)n mN −n .
n
N
n∈{d

2

(3)

e,...,N }

Following a heuristic approach, the average change ∆m of left-goers within one
time step is modeled as
right
left
∆mh (N , m) = (1 − m)Pmaj
− mPmaj
− Pnoise (2m − 1),

(4)

whereas the first two terms model the positive feedback effect implemented by
rule 1. An increases (respectively, decrease) in the number of left-goers results
from drawing a right-goer while having a majority of left-goers. Besides, the
third term models the negative feedback effect of rule 4.
As a second alternative, we model the average change ∆m of left-goers with
a feedback-based approach as reported in [Hamann, 2012, 2013a]. That is, we
neglect the actual processes causing positive and negative feedback in the the urn
model and we focus instead on the probability of positive feedback PF B (N , m).
We get
right
left
∆mF B (N , m) = 1 − 2((1 − PF B (N , m))Pmaj
+ PF B (N , m)Pmaj
).

(5)

The probability of positive feedback is calculated by equating and solving the
right hand sides of eqs. 4 and 5 which yields
right
right
left
left
left
PF B (N , m) = −(2m−15Pmaj
+5mPmaj
+5mPmaj
+4)/(10Pmaj
−10Pmaj
). (6)

With increasing N , we obtain polynomials of increasing degree. The first 3 are:
PF B (N = 1, m) = 2/5, PF B (N = 3, m) = 3/4 − 7/(20(−2m2 + 2m + 1)) and
PF B (N = 5, m) = 3/4 − 7/(20(6m4 − 12m3 + 4m2 + 2m + 1)). Fig. 2c shows
the behavior of eq. 6 when N ∈ {1, 3, . . . , 27}. A ‘negative exponential’ increase
of positive feedback intensity with increasing neighborhood size N is clearly
visible. A similar result was reported in [Hamann, 2013a, Fig. 8b] for a different
swarm experiment showing temporal dependency. In the locust scenario, the
neighborhood size also increases over time (see Section 3). Hence, the model
given by eq. 6 indirectly confirms the increase of positive feedback in swarm
systems as reported in [Hamann, 2012, 2013a].

3

Results

We investigate the Czirók model and the urn model with focus on the key findings that the average neighborhood size and the edge ratio are relevant features
of the locust scenario. In particular, we investigate measured transition probabilities by interpreting both models as Markov chains (Sec. 2.2). An overview
of the complete system dynamics is given by vector fields in Figs. 3a and b for
N = 41 (106 samples for Czirók model and 5 × 106 for urn model). These plots
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are based on the transition probabilities which are put in relation to each other.
Furthermore, the horizontal and the vertical lengths of the arrows were normalized individually to maximize readability (i.e., vector field plots are qualitative,
the quantitative data is given in Figs. 3c-f). In the case of the Czirók model, as a
consequence of the initial random uniform distribution of agents over the whole
ring, the neighborhood size N is initially small (2∆rN/C ≈ 1.2). Similarly, urn
edges initially holds one left-goer and one right-goer. In the initial unordered
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state there are approximately the same number of left-goers and right-goers
(L ≈ N − L). Hence, both systems start in the area at the lower middle of the
vector field. First, the neighborhood size increases. Only later, once a bigger
neighborhood size is formed, the system either increases or decreases in the number of left-goers L until reaching a stable state, respectively, (L, N ) ≈ (35, 8) or
(L, N ) ≈ (6, 8).
Projections of the data given in Figs. 3a and b are given in diagrams c-f. Figs. 3c
and d give the transition probabilities for an increase in L for all N for Czirók
and urn model and e and f give the transition probabilities for an increase in N
for all N . Some curves are noisy because the corresponding configurations occur
very rarely. We ignore statistical significance within this qualitative study (big
quantitative differences between the two models are obvious). Positive feedback
is found within approximately the same intervals in Figs. 3e and f (similarly for
negative feedback). Noticeable is the extreme positive feedback for 6 < L < 18
and 23 < L < 35 for the Czirók model seen in Figs. 3c and for 12 < L < 29
in e. Figs. 3g and h give the left-goer edge ratio ε for different times. The
edge ratio of the urn model is more dynamic because the urn model is always
started with one left-goer and one right-goer, that is, an edge ratio of ε = 0.5.
The initial edge ratio for the Czirók model, in turn, is the direct result of the
uniform distribution of agents which gives ε(L) = L/N .
Finally, we investigate the scalability of the mean switching time between stable
modes of the system. We look at the mean time τN necessary to move from an
initial set of states with a majority of right-goers to a final set of states where
left-goers lead the system. We consider swarm systems whose transient dynamics have already vanished and thus settled down to their limiting behavior. We
define the set of initial (respectively, final) states looking at the limiting distribution of the process (computed from the Markov chain defined in Sec. 2.2).
We select states with a majority of right-goers (respectively, left-goers) in ascending order of probability up to an overall joint probability of the set of 0.1.
This corresponds to a majority of right-goers where L/N ≈ 0.15 and a majority of left-goers with L/N ≈ 0.85, while N ∈ [5.8, 14.2] for the urn model and
N ∈ [4, 10.6] for the Czirók model. To compute the mean switching time τN ,
we first lump together all final states with majority of left-goers in a single state
and then we make this state absorbing. The mean switching time of our original
chain corresponds to the absorption time of a process in the modified chain that
starts with an initial distribution proportional to the limiting probabilities of
the initial states selected so far. Fig. 2d shows the mean switching time τN
when the swarm size N increases. The qualitative behavior of the urn model
is similar to that of the Czirók model for all swarm sizes, with the latter experiencing shorter switching times. For both models, the mean switching time
scales approximately exponentially with the size of swarm thus showing that
bigger swarms form more stable majorities.
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4

Discussion and conclusion

This paper started from the result of earlier publications [Hamann, 2012, 2013a]
that, in swarm systems, positive feedback builds up in a transient phase independently of the order parameter (here L) until maximal positive feedback is
reached. In turns, this indicates the existence of a second feature that controls
the increase in positive feedback. We identify the average size of agents’ neighborhoods as this second feature and, in addition, we detect the relevance of the
edge ratio. We extended the Markov-chain approach introduced in [Hamann,
2012, 2013a] to model the second state variable and therefore to count both
left-goers and average neighborhood size. Although it was necessary to consider
the original spatial features of the locust scenario, we extended the urn model
concept [Hamann, 2012, 2013a] to mimic spatiality, particularly, neighborhood
size and edge ratio.
The vector fields depicted in Figs. 3a and b provide a clear picture of what we
call the ‘fly-bottle effect’1 . The swarm system is initialized with L/N ≈ 0.5
and N < 5. At first, there is no positive feedback concerning the number of
left-goers L (Figs. 3c and d) but the average neighborhood size N increases (in
analogy to the fly bottle: ‘entering from below’, Figs. 3e and f). Once N ≈ 10
or bigger, a strong positive feedback emerges that easily breaks the symmetry
given by L/N ≈ 0.5 and drives the system towards L/N ≈ 0.12 or L/N ≈ 0.88
(fly-bottle analogy: phototaxis behavior). For these values, however, there is
negative feedback on N which decreases to N ≈ 8. Finally, positive and negative
feedbacks balance out and the system converges to either L/N ≈ 0.15 or L/N ≈
0.85 generating a lock-in effect (‘the fly is trapped’). This lock in effect is only
temporary because the positive feedback operating on L for N ≈ 8 is much
weaker than for N > 8. In the long run, the system shows a switching behavior
between the two lock-ins. However, such a change in majority becomes more
infrequent with increasing swarm size N as also seen in natural locusts [Buhl
et al., 2006]. The fly-bottle effect, that relies on a second feature serving as a
kick starter for the whole system, seems to have a certain generality in swarm
systems. Indeed, the increase of positive feedback during a transient phase was
also reported for other systems such as density classification and aggregation
controlled by BEECLUST [Hamann, 2012, 2013a].
An additional interpretation of the fly-bottle effect with reference to Fig. 2a is
that the secondary feature is generating only short-ranged correlations early on
but not global correlations. These short-ranged correlations seem to be sideeffects, such as small clusters of agents in the investigated locust scenario. The
long-range correlations seen later in the system are then an effect of the primary
feature (here L) and probably could neither be generated by the one or the other
feature alone. Future research work will focus on the questions whether the flybottle effect is generally observed in swarm systems and, if so, whether it can
be used to design swarm behaviors for artificial swarm systems.
1 A fly bottle is a traditional device made of clear glass to passively trap flying insects that
enter it from below and cannot escape because of their phototaxis behavior.
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